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Housekeeping 
● Thank you for joining us!
● Please keep your mic muted
● Presentation & speaking notes 

will be available afterwards
● There will be time for 

questions at the end
or you can type your question in 
the chat window
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Outline
● Different scales of city gardens

● Choosing plants

● How to make efficient use of your space (square 

metre gardening)

● How to care for your plants

● Identifying pests and problems

● Knowing when to harvest 

● Storage & preservation options
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Planning – Identify your needs
Ask yourself:

- What is my dream garden? 

- Why do I want to grow a garden? 

- Where is the garden going to be? 

ex: home, friend or family’s house, 
community plot

- What space do I have available? 

- How much time do I have to care for it per 
week?

- Does it suit my lifestyle, mobility etc? 
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Planning - Choosing a Garden Style
● Patio pots
● Raised beds
● Garden plots
● Greenhouse/hot frames

Think of combinations

you can use in your

landscape
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Planning - What do you want to grow?
● Consider:

– Size of plant and how 
much it will produce

– How long till maturity 
(listed on seed packet)

– Starting from seed vs 
plant from greenhouse
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Planning - Designing your Space
● Sun – ideally 6+ hours of 

direct sun each day
● Wind – large tall plants may 

need additional support
● Climbing plants – trellis, 

poles
● Access to water – will your 

hose reach?
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Planning - Square metre gardening
● Growing plants close together to 

maximize space
● Benefits – more plants in one space, less 

weeds
● Drawbacks – more attention needed, 

uses more water & fertilizer, higher 
chance of pests & disease, higher chance 
of rot.

● Can space rows of root vegetables closer 
together, but still need to thin within rows 
otherwise vegetables will be too small
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Getting Started - Tools
● Small trowel – marking small rows, 

digging holes for transplants
● Hoe – useful for making rows in 

large gardens, weeding between 
rows

● Tiller – breaking up soil, mixing in 
manure/compost

● Other – dibbler, seed dispenser, 
weeders
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Getting Started - Planting
● Soil preparation – till, compost, 

slow-release fertilizer
● Seeds – mark rows/spots, 

place seed, cover, pat, water 
top 1-2 cm of soil.

● Transplants – water 1/2hr 
before, dig hole, plant (not too 
deep!), gently but firmly pack 
dirt around, water again.
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Caring for your plants
● Watering regularly

– Shallow watering OK for starting seed. Deep 
watering for establishing & developing plants

● Fertilization 
- Vegetable fertilizer, follow package 
directions

● Regular weeding – definitely before they 
go to seed!

● Don’t get discouraged – sometimes it just 
won’t work, focus on what plants are 
thriving.
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Pests & Problems
● Drought stress 
● Overwatering/rot
● Nutrient deficiency

– Blossom end rot (Ca)

● Pests – aphids, 
cutworms, potato bugs, 
cabbage moths, slugs
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Our friends!
● Leafcutter bee 

– Damage not usually harmful, just 
unsightly

– Leaf is used for nesting pods
– Leafcutter bees are great pollinators!

● Ladybugs
– Aphid attack squad
– Can provide winter habitat by not 

removing dead plants at end of year
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Harvesting
● Keep plant information (seed 

packet, greenhouse tag) for 
harvest information

● Use your experience – does it 
look like what you normally 
purchase?

● Experiment – most items 
sweeter in late 
afternoon/evening
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Storage & Preservation
Short term storage (1-2 weeks)

● Wash, dry, refrigerate (tomatoes, 
cucumbers, veg for fresh eating, etc)

Long term storage (1 month – 1 yr)
● Wash, dry, trim crowns/root tips, and 

refrigerate (root vegetables)  
● blanch & freeze (carrots, peas, beans, some 

greens)
● Tomatoes can be frozen whole  in a zip top 

bag for soups & stews
● Cold room storage – squash, root 

vegetables, onions
● Process & can or freeze (soups, jam, jelly, 

sauce, pickles, etc)
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Thank you!
If you have further questions 
you can contact me at:

amanda@scarlettdahlia.com

A link to the presentation 
and speaking notes 
download will be posted to 
the Library of Things YXE 
Facebook page 

mailto:amanda@scarlettdahlia.com
mailto:amanda@scarlettdahlia.com
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Planning – Identify your needs
Ask yourself:

- What is my dream garden? 

- Why do I want to grow a garden? 

- Where is the garden going to be? 

ex: home, friend or family’s house, 
community plot

- What space do I have available? 

- How much time do I have to care for it per 
week?

- Does it suit my lifestyle, mobility etc? 

When deciding on a garden size you can ask yourself 
the following questions;

- What is my dream garden? 
- Why do I want to grow a garden? Provide a few 

vegetables for snacking/salad? Have fresh 
vegetables for summer meals and fall pickles? 
Reduce my grocery bill all year long?

- Is the garden going to be at my home, friend/family 
member’s, community plot?

- What space do I have available? 
- Time to care for it – not only 

planting/growing/wedding but picking & processing 
as well? Does it suit my lifestyle, mobility etc? Do I 
have reliable people that can help me?
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Planning - Choosing a Garden Style
● Patio pots
● Raised beds
● Garden plots
● Greenhouse/hot frames

Think of combinations

you can use in your

landscape

Gardens come in different styles. 
- patio pots – great for smaller plants such as bush type tomatoes & 

cucumbers, peppers, lettuce, herbs, strawberries. Provide enough food for 
salads and snacking. Easy to maintain but have high watering/care 
requirements. Need to be cared for daily on hot days. Can easily move to 
protected area during storms.

- Raised beds – best for small/medium plants. Can have one or many 
integrated into your landscape plan. Difficult to use large equipment. Low 
beds vs high – important if you can’t bend or lean over to reach the centre. 
Great for drip irrigation systems. DO NOT build out of treated lumber or 
scrap railway ties – these materials have chemicals that can be absorbed 
by the vegetable. Cedar is a safe and long-lasting building material.

- Garden plot – can be as large or small as you need. Easy to get equipment 
such as tillers in/out. Rows you can walk through (easy to weed & harvest). 
Large sprinklers make watering easy.

- Greenhouse/hot frame – extends growing season and increases 
temperature/humidity while protecting from wind/hail. May have to manually 
pollinate or choose greenhouse cultivars. Come in many sizes and 
materials.
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Planning - What do you want to grow?
● Consider:

– Size of plant and how 
much it will produce

– How long till maturity 
(listed on seed packet)

– Starting from seed vs 
plant from greenhouse

Most of us start with an idea of what we want to grow, but consider the size of plant, and how much 
produce each plant produces. If you want to maximize your production, choose plants that provide a 
high yield per footprint, and avoid those that produce slowly or are tricky to grow. 

Easy to grow, high yielding plants:

- peas, tomatoes, zucchini, most winter squashes (kabocha, acorn), beets, carrots, herbs & greens 
(lettuce, chard), strawberries, cucumbers

- Potatoes, corn, onions, garlic, and raspberries if you have a larger space.

Sometimes tricky plants, with medium to good yields:

- parsnips (low germination), peppers (sometimes low yield without greenhouse), tomatillos 
(sometimes low yield without greenhouse), turnips (pests), radishes (pests), kale (pests)

Plants to avoid for beginners and small gardens; IE: time and money better spent getting it from the 
grocery store (slow growing, extra wrapping needed, susceptible to pests):

- celery, leeks, broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli rabe, celery root, brussels sprouts, 
melons/pumpkins unless you have the space

Plants you can start from seed right now: 85 days to maturity or less

- peas, greens, most herbs, carrots, beets, radishes, turnips, potatoes & onions (from starter “seed” 
bulb/tuber)

Plants to buy from greenhouse:

- Tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers, melons, pumpkins, herbs
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Planning - Designing your Space
● Sun – ideally 6+ hours of 

direct sun each day
● Wind – large tall plants may 

need additional support
● Climbing plants – trellis, 

poles
● Access to water – will your 

hose reach?

When choosing a location for your garden, it is important to consider practical 
aspects as well as aesthetic aspects. The most important considerations 
are how much sun the area gets, and if there is a water source close by. 

Saskatoon can get quite windy, so you may need support for tall or climbing 
plants such as tomato cages, or trellises for cucumbers, peas, and climbing 
beans. Your seed packages or plant tags will tell you if your plant will 
benefit from support. Unsupported plants can break or be severely 
damaged by wind, and can also break under the weight of their own fruit.

Don’t get too stressed out when creating a garden plan. Planning your garden 
in the cold winter months can be a great joy to many. My recommendations 
are:

- keep the same vegetables together in rows or groups
- keep taller plants to the north so they don’t shade shorter plants. 

Also think about height of plants in raised beds, can you still access 
everything once all plants are at their full height?

- Don’t stress about “companion planting” (an old idea about which 
plants grow best next to each other and which plants shouldn’t be planted 
together). Most plants do just fine no matter who their neighbours are.  

- Rotating crops every year is important – some plants like tomatoes 
and beans can have an increased chance of disease if they are grown in 
the same spot each year. 
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Planning - Square metre gardening
● Growing plants close together to 

maximize space
● Benefits – more plants in one space, less 

weeds
● Drawbacks – more attention needed, 

uses more water & fertilizer, higher 
chance of pests & disease, higher chance 
of rot.

● Can space rows of root vegetables closer 
together, but still need to thin within rows 
otherwise vegetables will be too small

When square metre gardening, be sure to closely 
monitor plants for signs of pests & disease.

Remove some lower inside foliage to allow air to 
circulate through crowded vegetable patches if 
possible – important for tomatoes.

Manually remove spent blossom material from the end 
of fruits to ensure they don’t hold moisture and 
promote rot – tomatoes, squash
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Getting Started - Tools
● Small trowel – marking small rows, 

digging holes for transplants
● Hoe – useful for making rows in 

large gardens, weeding between 
rows

● Tiller – breaking up soil, mixing in 
manure/compost

● Other – dibbler, seed dispenser, 
weeders

Some recommended tools for beginners. There are 
many different styles and types of gardening tools, 
but they are not all necessary.

If you feel like a tool will make your life easier and you 
can afford it, then go for it!

Dibblers (the green stick in the photo) are useful to 
make small holes to plant seeds in. I use mine for 
peas, beans, and squash. They come in different 
sizes, with larger ones for bulbs, onions, and 
potatoes. 

Seed dispensers are handy for evenly spreading small 
seeds. 

There are many different styles of weeders, but I like 
the “Bandit” weeder from Lee Valley. The looped 
metal strip glides through the top layer of dirt and 
removes small weeds. Perfect for weeding quickly 
between rows. A hoe would be a comparable tool for 
large garden plots. 
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Getting Started - Planting
● Soil preparation – till, compost, 

slow-release fertilizer
● Seeds – mark rows/spots, 

place seed, cover, pat, water 
top 1-2 cm of soil.

● Transplants – water 1/2hr 
before, dig hole, plant (not too 
deep!), gently but firmly pack 
dirt around, water again.

Soil preparation – If you do not have soil, garden soil can be 
purchased (mix of soil, sand, and peat moss). 

Soil cannot be compact, and needs to have air space for the roots to 
grow easily.

Till with a cultivator/rototiller machine or break up by hand using a 
hand tiller. This is a perfect time to add compost or manure and a 
slow-release fertilizer (all according to package directions) which 
will provide extra nutrients to your plants.

Plant seed according to package directions – not all seeds are 
planted at the same depth.

Transplants should be planted with the top of the dirt from the pot 
level with the top of the dirt in your garden. Tomatoes and peppers 
are an exception, and if they seem really tall and floppy, you can 
plant them up to the first set of leaves. New roots will grow from 
the buried stalk, making your plant more sturdy. Do not plant 
leaves, since they will rot and can lead to stem/plant death.
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Caring for your plants
● Watering regularly

– Shallow watering OK for starting seed. Deep 
watering for establishing & developing plants

● Fertilization 
- Vegetable fertilizer, follow package 
directions

● Regular weeding – definitely before they 
go to seed!

● Don’t get discouraged – sometimes it just 
won’t work, focus on what plants are 
thriving.

Even, gentle, watering. Don’t want to splash soil on leaves which can 
cause diseases and sunburn.

Shallow watering for seed starting – minimum 1-2 cm of soil wet. 
Must be done regularly since you don’t want the soil dry for very 
long in-between watering. Want to keep the area around the seeds 
moist, not soaking.

Deep watering for seedlings and growing vegetables. Want to wet 
the top 5cm or more. Can do the “Finger test” - stick finger in soil 
and if you can feel wet the whole way down, you have watered 
enough. 

Finger test also works for checking if you need to water – if you can’t 
feel moisture, then you should water. 

Weeding is easiest if you wait until they have at least their second 
set of leaves, then you can tell what is a weed and what is your 
plant. Weeds are also a bit easier to pick when they are a little 
bigger, and you are more likely to get the whole plant rather than 
having the root break off from the top.
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Pests & Problems
● Drought stress 
● Overwatering/rot
● Nutrient deficiency

– Blossom end rot (Ca)

● Pests – aphids, 
cutworms, potato bugs, 
cabbage moths, slugs

Drought stress and over-watering look very similar. With drought stress the 
plant goes limp because it doesn’t have enough water to support itself 
(turgor pressure). Most times the plant will come back good as new once 
watered, unless it was too dry and then you may loose some leaves if they 
became dry and crispy. The plant should still survive if the damage was 
minimal, but it may have to delay producing fruit.

Over-watering makes the plant limp because the roots have rotted and the 
plant is not getting enough water, oxygen, and nutrients. Sometimes the 
stem and leaves of the plant can begin to rot as well. The only way to 
potentially save it is by digging it up, trimming dead roots (black, healthy 
roots are usually white-brown), and re-planting in soil with proper moisture.

Nutrient deficiency – most common due to a lack of fertilizer. There are many 
nutrient deficiencies and different ways they affect different plants. Most 
often, the plant will become yellow, may have brown dead spots, and 
developmental delays. The majority of nutrient deficiencies in home 
gardens can be avoided by having good soil (mixing in compost/manure) 
and by fertilizing regularly. Remember that having a few leaves go 
yellow/brown is perfectly normal and is not cause to panic, especially if they 
are older leaves.

Blossom end rot – a common problem with tomatoes as a result of not enough 
Calcium. Can be prevented with fertilizer, or by mixing in bone meal or 
crushed egg shells into the soil before planting.

Pests – common garden pests shown. Can be managed by manually 
squishing, or insecticide spray. Dish soap/water mix sometimes helps light 
infestations of aphids. Safer’s 3-in-1 spray is a safe, environmentally 
friendly product for a wide range of insects and fungus/mildew.
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Our friends!
● Leafcutter bee 

– Damage not usually harmful, just 
unsightly

– Leaf is used for nesting pods
– Leafcutter bees are great pollinators!

● Ladybugs
– Aphid attack squad
– Can provide winter habitat by not 

removing dead plants at end of year

Beneficial insects for gardeners
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Harvesting
● Keep plant information (seed 

packet, greenhouse tag) for 
harvest information

● Use your experience – does it 
look like what you normally 
purchase?

● Experiment – most items 
sweeter in late 
afternoon/evening

Seed packages and greenhouse tags will tell you 
approximately when the plant is ready for harvest 
and characteristics of the fruit/vegetable. Example: 
size, shape, colour.

Trust your knowledge – you’ve likely purchased these 
items in the grocery store before. 

Some vegetables can be eaten at any stage – baby 
carrots and new baby potatoes. 

One of the benefits of growing your own produce is 
that you can harvest it when YOU like how it tastes. 

If your tomatoes aren’t ripe, they can be stored in a 
cool, dark place to ripen after picking. Check daily for 
ripe and/or rot spots.
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Storage & Preservation
Short term storage (1-2 weeks)

● Wash, dry, refrigerate (tomatoes, 
cucumbers, veg for fresh eating, etc)

Long term storage (1 month – 1 yr)
● Wash, dry, trim crowns/root tips, and 

refrigerate (root vegetables)  
● blanch & freeze (carrots, peas, beans, some 

greens)
● Tomatoes can be frozen whole  in a zip top 

bag for soups & stews
● Cold room storage – squash, root 

vegetables, onions
● Process & can or freeze (soups, jam, jelly, 

sauce, pickles, etc)

All produce should be free of dirt and completely dry 
before storing. 

If storing in a zip top bag in the fridge, keep bag open 
and stab a few vent holes in the sides. 

Onions should be left to sit in a cool dark place to dry 
out for a few days. The bulb will absorb 
nutrients/carbohydrates from the leaves. Cut leaves 
off before storing in a cool dry place.

When freezing, remove as much air from the bag as 
possible to prevent freezer burn. 

Check stored produce often for signs of decay. 
Remember – one bad apple spoils the whole bunch.
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Thank you!
If you have further questions 
you can contact me at:

amanda@scarlettdahlia.com

A link to the presentation 
and speaking notes 
download will be posted to 
the Library of Things YXE 
Facebook page 
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